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Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for
Delay-Independent Stabiity of Linear Autonomous
systems
R M. LEWIS MEMBER, IEEE AND BRIAN D. 0. ANDERSON,
FEUOW, IEEE

For simplicity of statement, we have taken each component of x(-) to be
specifiqd on the same (maximal) initial interval, although this is not
necessary.
the solution x(t) to (1.1) exists on the
For any initial condition
interval [O, UJ),and there are constants k and a,depending only upon A
and the G's, such that for all r

+,

II-II denotes the Euclidean norm in R n and II+(-)ll=
s'-'P~E[- T , O ~ <
~ a~.
~ ~ ~ ) I ~
System (1.1) is said to be asymptotically stable if I]x(t)ll+Oas t+m.
For linear autonomous systems, this is equivalent to exponential stability, i.e, a in (1.2) can be taken to be negative [I]. Throughout this paper,
when referring to stability, we shall therefore mean exponential stability.
For a fixed set of time delays, qj,i,j=I, . ,n, i#j, a necessary and
sufficient condition for (1.1) to be stable is that all the roots p of the
characteristic equation
(see [ID. Here

- -

have negative real parts [I]. Even though there cannot be more than a
finite number of roots with nonnegative red parts, the difficulty of
determining the roots of nonalgebraic equations generally precludes the
of the above condition as a mt for stabilitv.
The search for an implementable test for stability has led the authors
and others to the following (see [2],[3, Sect. 3],[10D.
Theorem I: If there exist positive scalars 4, i = 1,. . . ,n , such that for
all i

,

A b ~ S a i qumi-diagonal
d
dominnnce of the system matrix s
known to be d ~ a e n for
t a linear autonomous system with arbitrary time
delays in off-diagonal interadions to be stable. A small perturbatioa of the
matrix yields a pertnrbed system with the same dominaoce, and, hence, then (1.1) is stable.
A matrix A satisfying (1.4) for a suitable collection of 4 s is said to be
stability properties. In this paper, it is shown thet quasi-diagonal dominance is also necessary for stabif ty with resped to small pertmbtiom and (column) quasi-diagonal-dominant.This condition is equivalent to row
quasi-diagonal-dominance, that is, the existence of positive scalars 4,
arbitrary offdiagonal time delays Weaker necessary conditions are given
for systems Mch are themselves stable for all time delays, but which have i = l,..-,n such that
perhhtioils that are unstable for certain delays.

The linear autonomous time-delayed systems under consideration are
described by

where f E[O, m), i = I; . - ,n. Throughout, the abbreviation XjZi denotes
E7j"-lj+i.The vector x(t)=[xL(t); - ,x,(t)lT will be called the instanta-

neous system state and the scalars T, > 0 are referred to as the time
delays. By the system matrix A, we mean (A)V= aV, i,j=1,. . . ,n. For
any fixed set of time delays, define T=maxijq,< UJ. Note that we do
not allow delays in the "diagonal interactions," that is, T,,=O for all i.
The solution of (1.1) depends upon the specification of an initial
condition x(s)=+(s), s E [ - T,O]. It is sufficient for our purposes to
assume that the given n vector function +(.) is bounded and measurable.
Manuscript received May 14, 1979; revised December 10, 1979. Paper recommended by
M. Vidyasagar, Chairman of the Stability, Nonlinear, and Disuibuted Systems Committee. The work of R. M. Leais was supported by Roihmans University Endowment.
The work of B. D. 0. Anderson was supported by the Australian Research Grants
Committee.
The authors are with the Department of Elatrical Engineering University of Ncwcastle. Newcastle, N.S.W., Australia.

(see [4n. We therefore refer to matrices satisfying (1.4) and (1.5) as
quasi-diagonal-dominant, abbreviated to q-dd. Clearly, the condition
implies that %<O for all i. Readers are referred to [I]-[3] and the
references therein for wider ranging discussions of stability criteria for
timedelayed systems.
Notes:
1) Throughout this paper, dominance is taken to be strict, i.e., equalities are not permined in (1.4) or (1.5).
2) Conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are independent of the time delays
and are therefore easily tested either by the Hicks conditions (see [5D or
by computing the inverse of 7, the matrix given by Zii=a,, Zg=laVl
i j = l , . . . ,n, i f j ; A-' must have positive elements.
In [3]we raised the question as to whether any system having the form
(1.1) and which is stable for arbitrary constant time delays must have a
q.d.d. system matrix. The example given in Section I11 shows that this is
not true. However, it is clear that a sufficiently small perturbation of a
q.d.d. matrix A yields a q.d.d perturbed matrix A = (iV).Consequently,
the perturbed system (1.1) with 4 ' s replacing ag's is also stable for
arbitrary time delays in off-diagonal interactions. For this stability of
perturbed systems, it is, in fact, necessary as well as sufficient for the
original (unperturbed) system matrix to be q.dd. Our main result is as
follows.
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Fig. 2.

Theorem 2: If there exists c >O such that all c-perturbations of (1.1)
are stable for all choices of time delays T-,., ij=1,. . . ,n, i#j, then the
system matrix A is quasi-diagonal dominant.
A similar result for certain one-dimensional systems is given in 1111.
Definition I: Given c>O, an a-perturbation of (1.1) is the system
obtained from (1.1) by replacing each coefficient a,. by a,. + 6,., 16,.l < E,
i j = 1,- - .,n.
Fig. 3.
Note: As the systems concerned have constant coefficients, the above
class of perturbations contains multiplicative perturbations a,.(l + llij),
(2.2) G(s) has at most a f i t e number of poles on the imaginary axis
lv,.l<6 as a subclass, provided 6<e/maxijla,.l. We shall always use
and is analytic apart from at its poles.
multiplicative perturbations.
as 101+co.
(2.3) I G ( ~ w ) l 4
The solution to the original problem is more wmplex than that given
Note 3): If (2.2) and (2.3) hold, the Nyquist diagram of G(s) can
by Theorem 2. In Section 111, we show that if (1.1) is stable for arbitrary
time delays, but admits r perturbations which are not stable, then the encircle the critical point at most a finite number of times.
Consider now the introduction of a time delay 7 in the feedback path,
system matrix A is rearrangeable in block lower triangular form, with
as depicted in Fig. 2.
each diagonal block being nonstrictly q.d.d. An example shows that this
From the point of view of stability, the time delay can be in either the
is the best possible result.
forward or feedback paths, so Fig. 2 can be redrawn as in Fig. 3.
The transfer function H(s)= e-%(s) satisfies (2.2) and (2.3) whenever
G(s) does.
Lemma I: Let G(s) satisfy wnditions (2.2) and (2.3). Then if there is
The major thrust in our proof lies in establishing that if A satisfies the
a oo#O such that IGGwol 3 1, there exists a T, such that the time-delayed
wnditions of the theorem, then the nondelayed system
feedback system is not stable.
Proof: The effect of a time delay 7 is to rotate the Nyquist diagram,
that is, for every w, the point Huw) is Guw) rotated clockwise about the
origin through an angle w. Therefore, if oo#O is such that IG(jo,,)l> 1,
can choose TO such that the Nyquist diagram of H(s) encircles or
we
tE[O,co) i = 1; - .,n is stable. The system matrixxof (2.1) has nonnegative off-diagonal elements; hence, to be stable, it must be quasi- passes through (- IjO).
To see this more clearly, let wo be the point in question. If IG(jwd)l> 1,
diagonal-dominant [5]. The proof is completed by observing that being
then since the Nyquist diagram of G(s) is connected (this follows from
q.dd. is equivalent to A being q.d.d.
Our approach is based upon the Nyquist criterion for the stability of (2.2), see note 1) above), there are w, and w2,w,< w0< w2 such that
single-input single-output time-invariant feedback systems. This criterion IGuo,)l=IG(juJl=l because IG(jw)l+O as Iwl-tco. Now wl and o2
cannot both be zero, so we can choose Go#O with IG(J&,)I=1, i.e.,
is stated as follows.
GbG0)= eiafor some a. Choose T, > 0 such that a - w,~, = - ll if Goj,> 0,
Nyquist Stabiliw Criterion
a - Tj,ro= TI if Go< 0. Then H(/Zj,,) = - 1 so the Nyquist diagram of H
passes through (- 1jO). Obviously, if IG(jw,,)l= 1, we put Ejo=wo; then
Let G(s) be a transfer function for which the criterion is valid (see [6D; the above holds.
then the feedback system depicted in Fig. 1 is stable if and only if the
As the diagram of H(s) can pass through or encircle (- 1jO) only a
Nyquist diagram (or plot) of G(s) does not encircle or pass through the
finite number of times (note 3) above), the proof is complete.
critical point (- 1jO). [This version of the criterion holds for transfer
Note 4): The arcs of the Nyquist diagram of G(s) corresponding to the
functions which do not have poles in the right-hand half plane re@)>0.
semicircles around the poles of G(s) on the imaginary axis are irrelevant
For transfer functions with poles in the right-hand half plane, an to the above argument since the arcs have large radii>>l. On the other
alternative statement is valid, namely, for stability, the number of
hand, if G(s) does have a pole on the imaginary axis, then the conditions
encirclements of (- lJ0) must equal the number of right-hand poles. We
of the lemma are fulfilled and H(s) gives an unstable feedback system
shall not need this version here (see Lemma 3 below).]
for some time delays.
Note I): The Nyquist diagram of G(s) is the map of the imaginary
Let us now consider the time-delayed system (1.1). According to the
axis (the Nyquist wntour) into the wmplex plane under G. In the
outline at the beginning of this section, we want to prove that the
neighborhood of a pole, jw, say, of G(s) on the imaginary axis, the wnditions of Theorem 2 enable us to replace negative off-diagonal
wntour is modified. Let an arbitrarily small c > 0 be given, and let '2 be
elements a,. by their absolute values and maintain the stability properties
the semi-circle of radius c, centered on jwo, in the right-hand half plane. of the system. If no off-diagonal elements are negative, we can proceed
The contour is then {jo: w>w,+c, w<o0-c)u'2. The image of '2 directly to Theorem 4 below.
under G is an arc of arbitrarily large radius.
Suppose that a,,, 1 < k, I < n, k # I is negative. By rearranging the
As the transfer functions considered here cannot have more than a
indices in (1.1), we can label this element a,,. T'hen the single-input
finite number of poles on the imaginary axis (see below and [ID, the single-output system (D) on [0, co) is defined by
above modification can be made at each pole. Then since the transfer
functions are analytic apart from at their poles, we are assured that their
Xl(t)=al1~l(t)+u12(t)+aI3x3(t- T13)+. . - +a,,x,,(t - T,,)
Nyquist diagrams are connected.
Note 2): Strictly speaking, the "only if" statement of the Nyquist
xi([) = aiixi(t)+ j t i a,.xj(t- 5) i=2; . . ,n
criterion should read: if the Nyquist diagram of G(s) encircles or passes
through the critical point (- lJO) a finite number of times, then the
feedback system is unstable. An infinite number of encirclements may
cause problems.
For our main results, we require the following in addition to the (D) has input u12(t). output y12(t), and transfer function G(s)=
- (J(s)- '),,al2 where
assumption that the Nyquist criterion is valid.

consider the perturbed system with ma-trix

where c?12=al,(l+c),
the single-input single
output system (defined as previously) corresponding to the perturbed
system satisfies
P?

&=qj,ij# l,2. The transfer function G(s) of

Lemma 2: The transfer function G(s) of (D) satisfies (2.2) and (2.3).
Proof:
1) The poles of G(s) are given by the zeros of detJ(s). From [I],
there cannot be more than a finite number of these on the imaginary
axis. It is clear from the form of (2.5) that G(s) is analytic apart from at
its poles.
2) Let a=max,Jlagl and c>O. Then for lul>a/c, JGw)=jw(I+
qc)), J - '(jw) =(ju)- '(I we)), and I GW)l= O(u - I).
Note 5): That the Nyquist criterion is valid for the transfer function
G(s) of (D) is proved in 161.
If we now introduce feedback into (D) as depicted in Fig. 4 (u,,(t)=
-y12(t- T)= a12x2(t- T)), then the resulting feedback system is equivalent to (1.1) with TI,= T. The hypotheses of Thwrem 2 imply that (1.1)
is stable for arbitrary TI= that is, the feedback system in Fig. 4 is stable
for all delays T in the feedback path.
Lemma 3: The transfer function G(s) of (D) is analytic in the righthand half plane, Re(s) > 0.
Proof: G(s)= -(J(s)-')rlal,.
As noted in Lemma 2, G(s) is
analytic apart from at its poles where are given by det J(s)=O. Let ~ ( s
denote the characteristic function of (1.1), i.e, the left-hand side of (1.3)
(with s replacing p); then

+

if G(0) = 1. Then, arguing as above, we know that the perturbed system is
unstable for certain time delays. This contradiction establishes that
G(O)# 1.
Therefore, IG(ju)l< 1 for all w E( - co, w). As G(jw)+O when Iwl-+w
and the Nyquist diagram of G(s) is connected, there exists q< 1 such
that IG(jw)l<q<l for alluE(-w,co).
Lemma 4: If I G(ju)l< q < 1 for all o E(- co, w), then the feedback
system with transfer function - G(s) and arbitrary feedback delay is
stable.
Proof: The transfer function for the system is H(s)= -G(s)e-"
when T is the delay. H(s) has no poles on the imaginary axis, which is,
therefore, the Nyquist contow for H. The Nyquist diagram for H is
containedin (2: 121 <q} as 1HGw)l < q for oE(-co,co).
Relating Lemma 4 to o w system (D), the system with transfer
function - G(s) is obtained by replacing a,, by -al2, i.e., lalzl (recall
that a,,< 0). Lemma 4 and Proposition 1 therefore imply that the system
obtained from. (1.1) by replacing all by lalzl is stable for arbitrary time
delays in the off-diagonal interactions.
Note 6): The arbitrary nature of the time delay TI, follows from
Lemma 4. The other qj's, i j # 1,2, appearing in (2.4) and (2.5), are also
arbitrary.
For sufficiently small c >0, e-perturbations of the new system will also
be stable for arbitrary time delays since, the perturbatips will yield
feedback systems with transfer functions H(s) satisfying 1HGw)l <a< 1;
W E ( - a,w). This can readily be verified from (2.5).
Now the new system with la,,] replacing a12satisfies the hypothesis of
Theorem 2, although possibly for different c from the original. The
replacement of negative off-diagonal coefficients av by their moduli can
)
therefore be performed sequentially until none remains. We have proved
the following.
Theorem 3: Subject to the hypothesis of Thwrem 2, there exists a
6 > 0 such that all S perturbations of system (2.6) are stable for arbitrary
time delays T,, ij=1,- . ,n, i#j.

-

where J,, is J with the first row and second column deleted. Suppose
detJ(s) has a zero at s, where Re@,) >0; then since the zeros of detJ(s)
in the right half plane are isolated [I], choosing O<c < Re(sl) sufficiently
small, IdetJ(s)l>6 > O on the circle {sl + c@: 1016r). Since detJ,,(s) is
analytic and the circle is contained in the positive right half plane, for
TI, sufficiently large, I - a12e-sT12
det J,,(s)I <6 on the circle. By
Rouche's theorem [8], then ~ ( shas
) a zero inside the circle, contradicting
the stability of (1.1). Hence, detJ(s) has no zeros in the right half plane
and G(s) is analytic there.
This justifies our using the Nyquist condition in the form given above.
Proposition I: The transfer function G(s) of (D) satisfies I m ) l <q
< 1 for all w ~ ( w,
- w) for some q.
Proof: Let us first show that I w ) l < 1 for all w € ( - w , ~ ) by
supposing the contrary, i.e., the existence of o,such that lG(jw,Jl> 1. If
this uo is not zero, Lemmas 1 and 2 tell us that there is a time delay T,
such that the feedback system in Fig. 4 is unstable. However, this
contradicts the hypotheses of Theorem 2; hence, such an uo cannot exist
The possibility IG(O)l> 1 is ruled out because, by the analyticity of
a s ) , it implies the existence of wo#O such that IG(jw,,)l> 1. As G(0) is
real, we have two remaining possibilities to eliminate, G(O)= - 1 and
G(O)= 1. As G(O)= - 1 implies that the Nyquist diagram of G(s) goes
through the critical point, it cannot hold To eliminate the possibility
that G(O)= 1, we invoke o w hypothesis that perturbations of (1.1) are
also stable for all time delays. Let A denote the matrix obtained from A
by replacing a12by 0. G(0) is given by

(If 2 is not invertible, then lim,,lG(s)l=co
and we have nothing to
prove.)
Now let be the perturbation factor hypothesized in Theorem 2 and

Theorem 3 subsumes the result we need about system (2.1), viz., put all
delays to zero and ignore the possibility of perturbations. Let denote
the system matrix of (2.1) and (2.6). As noted previously, has nonnegative off-diagonal elements.
Theorem 4: The system matrix 7 of (2.1) and (2.6) is quasi-diagonallydominant.
Proof: As has nonnegative off-diagonal entries, it is a Metzler
matrix [S, Definition A2]. Hence, because (2.1) and (2.6) are stable, x i s
quasi-diagonally-dominant [5, Corollary A1 and Theorem A3].
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

The authors originaly believed that stability of (1.1) for arbitrary time
delays implied that the system matrix was quasi-diagonal-dominant, that
is, the hypothesis regarding stability of perturbed systems is redundant.
It transpires that in the absence of this hypothesis, a weaker dominance
condition is necessary, namely, the system matrix must be rearrangeable
in block lower triangular form with nonstrictly q.d.d. diagonal blocks.
That the possibility of equality in some of the dominance conditions
cannot be ruled out is shown by an example.
Theorem 5: If system (1.1) is stable for arbitrary time delays Ty,
ij=1,. . ,n, i f j , then for any c >0, there is an e perturbation of (1 .l)
which has a quasi-diagonal-dominantsystem matrix.
Proof: The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 1 et seq. Let
G(s) be the transfer function defined by (2.4) and (2.5) where a12< 0 (if
all of the off-diional entries in A are nonnegative, there is nothing to

prove). Following the proof of F'roposition 1, we note that if (1.1) is
stable for arbitrary time delays, then I m ) l < l for all o € ( - m, m),
u p 0 with the possibility that G(O)= 1, i.e., IG(O)l= I.
Suppose G(0) = 1. Let H(s) be the transfer function of the perturbation
of (1.1) defined by replacing a12 by Tall where q = 1-6, 6 > 0
sufficiently small, the other system coefficients being unchanged. Then
H(s)=qG(s) and IHGo)l<q<l for all w~(-ccl,m). By Lemma 4, the
feedback delay is stable and we conclude that the system obtained from
(1.1) by replacing all by Iqa121(=qla121)is stable for arbitrary off-diage
nal time delays. (The delays T , , i j z 1,2 in (2.4) and (2.5) are arbitrary
and T,, is the feedback delay.j
If G(O)# 1, then IG(O)I < 1 (see proof of Proposition 1) and the above
goes through with q = 1, i.e., 6=0.
It is clear that iteration of the above enables us to replace all negative
off-diagonal coefficients in (1.1) by a multiple q < 1 of their moduli,
while preserving the stability of the system. By Theorem 4, this system
with n o ~ e g a t i v eoff-diagonal entries has a quasi-diagonallydominant
system matrix. This is equivalent to quasi-diagonaldominance of the
matrix A given by
a,.r = a,.
a,.=
rr, y

a,
9aij

aii >O
aii <0,

applying the above a r g ~ m e n t , ~with
x ~ ~a suitable rearrangement of rows
and columns has the form

!]where&isqXqforq>land
A21 A,
is nonstrictly q.d.d. The proof is completed iteratively, since at each step
the dimension of the independent system is reduced by at least one. 17
Unlike the necessary condition of Theorem 2, the above condition is
not sufficient for stability because of the possibility of nonstrict dominance, that is, of equality in (3.1). Moreover, it is not sufficient for
boundedness unless A itself is nonstrictly q . d d In this case, taking
[111

we find that ~ ( tG) 0 and then 4 > O implies that xi(t) is bounded for all i
(cf. [3D. If A only has the block lower triangular form, then the system
with matrix All has bounded solutions which are inputs to the systems
. ,A,. The integrals of these bounded solutions may
with matrices A,,.
be unbounded.
There do exist systems which are stable for arbitrary time delays, but
which are neither column nor row quasi-diagonally-dominant,even in
the nonstrict sense. Consider the system with matrix

.

.

i j = I,.. ,n, i z j . Note that the same perturbation q < 1 can be applied
to all negative off-diagonal elements.
Theorem 6: If the system (1.1) is stable for arbitrary time delays, then
there exists a rearrangement of the entries of x(t) such that the system
matrix A has a block lower triangular form with nonstrictly quasi-diage
naldominant diagonal blocks. That is,

The characteristic equation (1.3) reduces to

where T = Tu

+ T,.

The roots of (3.3) are p = - 1 and the roots of

Suppose p = a + iB,a,P real, solves (3.4); then

where each A,, i = 1,.
,ni such that

j=1;.

-

-

,r is nonstrictly q.d.d., i.e., there exists cf >0,

where A,=(a&), k j = l,...,n,.
Prog: As the matrix A given in Theorem 5 is q.d.d., so too is the
matrix A obtained from A by replacing all off-diagonal elements aij by
qaii for all O<q< I. Therefore, there exists a sequence of positive
numbers {qm}with rl,< 1 and qm+l as m+m and a sequence of n
vectors {dm}where 4"'>O, j = l ; - - ,n for all m such that for all m

Note that this is a row quasi-diagonal-dominance condition.
Each vector dm can be scaled so that rnax,(lim)= 1 and then each
sequence {4":'
m = l , . - . }, j = l , . . . , n is bounded, so by the usual
diagonal procedure, we can select a subsequence ml,mz, - . such that
4- converges for eachj. For convenience, we shall use the same index m
for the subsequence. Let J denote the subset of I;. . ,n for which
li~n,,,,,~"'=~#O.As~~
and<m>O,E;j",ldJ>l
~~~~>l
and4>Ofor
allj so J cannot be empty.
For j 4J , i.e., 4 = 0, it is clear from (32) that ajk = 0 for all k EJ.
Hence, if we rearrange the rows and columns of A so that J = { p +
1,- , n } [ w r r p n d i n g to-a reordering of the entries of ~ ( r ) ]then
,
A can
be written as
where
ispxp,
is (n -p)xp, and &
LA21 A z J
is (n -p) X (n -p). Since hm,,4"' = 4 >0 for j€J ,
is nonstrictly
auasidkczonal-dominant, as claimed. Further, the first -D eauations of
the reordering of (1.1) are independent of the remaining n-p, i.e., they
form an independent system with system matrix 4,.This system must
be stable for arbitrary time delays in off-diagonal elements, whence, by

--

I2 1

-

xtl

x21

So a < 0 and if a =0, /3 =0, contradicting (3.4). Thus, a <0 and the
system (1.1) with matrix B is stable for arbitrary time delays. Now B is
not row quasi-diagonaldominant, since for arbitrary positive dl,dlrd3,
either dl + d,- d3>0 or dl d,- d2> 0. However, the block [ - 11 is
trivially diagonal dominant, while the block
~:]isnoas(..tly

+

[-f

diagonal dominant (and is not strictly q.d.d) so B is stated in Theorem
6. B is, however, nonstrictly column q.d.d. A system which is neither
column nor row q.d.d. is the six-dimensional one with matrix
which, of course, has the same (but repeated) characteristic roots as th;
B system, and so is stable for arbitrary time delays.
Since B is not strictly q.dd., there must be arbitrarily small c perturbations of B which yield systems unstable for some time delays. Indeed, if
inBwereplacetheblock[-:

I:] by [ - I

IF] when~>l,

(3.4) becomes

which has nonzero roots i(c2- 1)'i2 provided tan[(c2- I)'/~T]=2(c21)'/2/(c2-2).

IV. C ~ N C L U S I O N ~
It has been established that for perturbations of a linear autonomous
system to be stable independently of time delays in off-diagonal interactions, it is both necessary and sufficient for the system matrix to be
quasi-diagonal-dominant.This result may be of considerable interest to
modelers of largescale systems for which the systems coefficients are
known subject to error and in which largely unknown time delays occur.
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A weaker diagonal-dominance condition is necessary when the system is
stable, but some of its perturbations are not.
Quasi-diagonaldominance is also necessary and sufficient for the
"connective stability" of a nondelayed linear autonomous system [5].
Here connective stability means that any system with matrix B=(bu)
obtained from the original which has matrix A =(ag) is stable provided
b,=a, and
< laoI, ij=1;. ,n, i#j. We have shown that stability
with respect to these large perturbations is equivalent to stability with
respect to small perturbations and time delays.
Another apparently related equivalence is given in [9] where nonlinear
feedback systems are considered. For the singleinput single-output case,
it is shown that stability in the presence of arbitrary nonlinear feedback
(possibly with memory) lying in the sector [-r,r] is equivalent to
stability in the presence of arbitrary linear memoryless feedback in the
sector [ - r,r] cascaded with an arbitrary time delay.

.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, the theory of decoupling has been well
developed for linear multivariable systems described by the classical
(A,B,C) triple representation [2], [8]. This is no longer true when the
system includes a direct feedthrough,in other words, when it is described
by an (A,B,C,D) quadruple representation. For the latter, previous
results have already been obtained by using either a direct algebraic
approach [3] or a geometric one 141. For the latter, an incorrect result
relative to the existence of state feedback decoupling has been stated by
Morse [ 4 Lemma 21. The f i t objective of this paper is to explain not
only why it is incorrect, but also to provide a necessary and sufficient
condition concerning the existence of state feedback solutions for the
decoupling problem. The second one is to check stability of the closedloop decoupled system under the assumption of state feedback. This is
done in the most general case, that is to say, by breaking away from any
particular assumption such as, for instance, the number of open-loop
inputs equals the number of output blocks to be independently controlled.
The mathematical framework is purely geometric.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 11, we specify the main notations and symbols used
throughout the text, and we-recall basic definitions from &ear algebra
which are necessary for understanding the paper.
In Section 111, we recall fundamental geometric concepts including
controllability subspaces and output controllability subspaces.
In Section IV,the concept of output controllability subspace is used to
formulate the restricted (static compensation) decoupling problem
(RDP). The main result of this section is provided by Theorem 4.1 which
gives a necessary and sufficient condition in order that a solution by
state feedback may exist.
In Section V, we deal with the stability properties of the closed-loop
decoupled system under the assumption of decoupling by state feedback.
The main result is provided by Theorem 5.1.

-

A. Notations and Background Algebra
Below, capital letters in italics A,B,C,-. &note matrices; script
letters @, 9 ,&?,. denote finite dimensional vector spaces. The same
symbol is used to denote both a matrix and its map. AU matrices, maps,
and vector spaces are defined over the field of real numbers. Elements of
The zero space is written as 0.
a vector space are &noted by x,y,z,.
The dimension of a space 5% is denoted by d(%).
We recall basic definitions from linear algebra [7).Two spaces are
called independent if their intersection is zero. The sum of two spaces,
denoted by
is the space spanned by the union of their respective
bases.
The sum is called a direct sum, denoted by @, if the two spaces are
independent. If two spaces Y apd '75 are isomorphic, we yrite Yd%.
If Y c W c % , any subspace Y c % such that W = Y @ Y is called a
completion of Y. If Y c %, %/Y denotes the factor space of % relative
to Y.
The notation M: %+% means that M is a map from X into %. If
M: %+% and Y c % , the restriction of M to Y is written as MIY. If
M is a map, { M ) or 31t denotes the image of M and Ker M denotes its
null space. M-'Y denotes the inverse image of Y under M.
If A: %+%, J c%, and d(%)=n, { A I Q ) = J +... +A"-'%. If
Y c % and A Y c Y , then Y is called an A-invariant subspace. If
A Y c Y J , Y is called an (A, BFinvariant subspace. Y is called cyclic
relative to A if Y = {Al{o)) for some U E Y and o is called a generator
of Y. We define the spectrum of A, written o(A), to be the set of its
complex eigenvalues.
If k is a positive integer, k = {1,2,- ,k). A family of subspaces
%i c C , i Ek is denoted by {ailk.
For this family,
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State Feedback Decoupling with Stability of Linear
Constant ( A ,B, C, D ) Quadruples
J. DESCUSSE
A m - %
aim of this paper is to deal with the general demupling
problem of linear constant (A, B, C, D) quadruples from two p h l ~
of view.
Tbe f
m one is devoted to a characterization of the control lam that
decoupk quadruples by state feedback, w b k t ~has been lacking up lmtU
now in spite of the results previmly obtained by Morse in [4]. Here, we
of solutions by state feedback by means
give a complete -on
of a neeessarg and &~aent condition of existence. Tbe second objective
of the paper is to check for stabiity of the dosed-loop deeoupled system
when state feedback is available. 'Ihis is done in tbe most general case, i.e,
with no particular assumption on the open-loop system as w d s on tbe
decoupling parlition.
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